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I. INTRODUCTION: MR. JIANG TAO’S STORY

In December 2001, Jiang Tao, a law student at Sichuan University, read an advertisement, which indicated that the Chengdu Branch of People’s Bank of China (PBOC), was hiring new staff members. The advertisement contained a minimum height requirement: male candidates were required to be at least 168cm (5ft 6in) tall and females 155cm (5ft 3in).

Such height requirements are very common in China; thus, many qualified applicants for government positions are rejected because they are too short. Mr. Jiang is only 165 cm (5ft 5in) and therefore ineligible for the job. Mr. Jiang sought to challenge PBOC’s hiring practice on the basis that it was employment discrimination. However, he faced one important legal constraint: neither constitutional nor national statutory provisions in China specifically prohibit height discrimination in workplace. Despite the lack of direct protection, Mr. Jiang filed suit under Article 33 of the 1993 Constitution of the People’s Republic of China, which declares all citizens “equal before the law.” Mr. Jiang alleged that the minimum height requirement violated his constitutional right to equal treatment before the law. Specifically, he claimed that “[t]he defendant should assume corresponding legal liabilities” and “asked the court to confirm the administrative action containing ‘height discrimination’ as illegal.”

Mr. Jiang’s case is significant not only because it was the first to
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challenge the legitimacy of height discrimination in the workplace, but also because it was the "first case involving right to equality under the Chinese Constitution." Furthermore, Mr. Jiang was the "first person to persuade a district court in China to consider if a citizen's constitutional rights have been infringed by a government institution." Observers theorized that this case would open the way for citizens to make use of their constitutional rights; however, the court in China never addressed the legitimacy and constitutionality of height discrimination in workplace. Mr. Jiang's case was dismissed for mootness because of the defendant’s removal of the questionable advertisement. The court further suggested in its opinion that even a plaintiff in a similar case but with timely standing would fail due to a significant legal barrier: "the Chinese Administrative Litigation Law only permits review of administrative action taken within the scope of the sued entity's formal regulatory responsibilities." In this case, the defendant People's Bank of China's formal administrative responsibilities include managing and administering financial activities, and the hiring practices are not within its formal regulatory responsibilities. Accordingly, the court concluded that the height requirement would not likely be "judicially reviewable."

Jiang Tao’s story reflects not only the pervasive employment discrimination in China, but also the obstacles to redressing grievances within the Chinese legal system. Over the past few decades, China's workplace discrimination has reached an intolerable level. In 2006, a research team consisting of 24 professors and experts from Peking University, Tsinghua University, China University of Political Science and Law, and other institutions conducted an employment discrimination survey (hereinafter “The 2006 Employment Discrimination Survey”) in ten large cities, including Beijing and Shanghai. About 85.5% of the 3,424
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respondents surveyed “said discrimination in work and employment did exist . . . [and] 58 percent thought the problem to be severe.”15 In China, employers have broad discretion in the selection of employees: among other factors, they discriminate against people based on their “[a]ppearance, height, gender, and marital status,” as well as people who are “from certain regions and areas.”16 Recently, it was reported that some employers in China seeking new employees “passed over candidates born as dogs in China’s ancient 12-animal astrological cycle.”17 Among all factors used in considering applicants and employees, only some considerations are specifically “prohibited by Chinese labor laws.”18

The prohibition of some types of employment discrimination has been codified in China.19 However, while China has enacted some laws that appear to afford some groups of people protection against certain forms of discrimination in the workplace, the inadequacies and internal ineffectiveness of these laws are quite apparent: the present legislation is insufficient and the scope of existing laws is narrow.20 For example, Chinese Labor law only prohibits employment discrimination on the grounds of “ethnic group, race, sex, or religious belief.”21 By issuing repeated executive directives and administrative guidelines, China is taking an inconsistent and patchwork approach to addressing its general employment discrimination problem. As such, a successful challenge to employment discrimination in China is difficult.

This Comment describes the current status of discrimination practices.
in the Chinese workplace, examines the effectiveness of current legal recourse available to fight workplace discrimination, and proposes a systematic approach to protect equal employment opportunities. Part II describes the existence of employment discrimination in China, emphasizing discrimination based on gender, age, height, and an individual’s status as a Hepatitis B Virus carrier. It also discusses how different factors such as lack of social awareness, economic restructuring, and competitive labor markets contribute to employment discrimination in China. Part III evaluates the effectiveness of China’s current antidiscrimination mechanisms, including legislation, the mediation process and the legal system. Part IV discusses reasons why China should develop a coherent public policy to eliminate employment discrimination. Part V demonstrates the significance of assuring equal employment opportunities in China and urges China to adopt a systemic approach, which includes taking positive steps toward developing a coherent antidiscrimination policy, as well as a comprehensive mechanism for combating employment discrimination.

II. EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION IN CHINA

A. An Overview

Employment discrimination is a complicated social problem. A historical overview of China’s employment situation and opportunities indicates that there has been a significant connection between China’s economic transition and its current employment discrimination.

Prior to China’s economic transition “from a centrally planned economy based mainly on import substitution to a guided market economy open to foreign investment in the late 1970s,” employment discrimination did exist in China, but was not serious. At that time, “the so-called iron rice bowl system prevailed” in China. “Under this system, employees were assigned to state-owned enterprises (SOEs), which guaranteed lifetime employment and a wide range of benefits, including housing and education.” Since the employment activities were conducted strictly in accordance with government plans and policies, employers usually did not
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have much discretion in their hiring practices.\textsuperscript{26} Therefore, during the iron rice bowl period there was no significant relationship between employment discrimination and employer discretion.\textsuperscript{27}

During the transition from a planned to a market economy, the iron rice bowl system was proved inefficient because it was unable to provide sufficient incentives to workers.\textsuperscript{28} During this period, in order to ensure the future profitability of its large SOEs and promote greater economic efficiency, China permitted the small and medium-sized SOE's to go bankrupt, or to merge with other businesses.\textsuperscript{29} As a result, state centralization of jobs, as well as the guarantees of benefit provision, became less prevalent.\textsuperscript{30} In addition, under the new law, new employees must be "hired on fixed-term contracts with a maximum duration of four years."\textsuperscript{31} Further, for the first time, "workers could be dismissed under certain circumstances."\textsuperscript{32} Employers were thus left in a position of greater power, as they were given discretion over tangible employment decisions,\textsuperscript{33} which created conditions for the occurrence of later widespread employment discrimination.

During the economic transition period, several other factors such as the competitive labor market, lack of social awareness and insufficient legal remedies have contributed to the severity and pervasiveness of employment discrimination in China. First, the economic reforms occurring throughout the 1980s which were based upon the premise of privatization left China with a notably high unemployment rates.\textsuperscript{34} Under this historical circumstance, employment discrimination became more and more widespread as the labor market became increasingly competitive.\textsuperscript{35} China's cutthroat labor market, in which demand for jobs far outstrips supply, places the employer in a position of power when compared to prospective employees. In 2006, the Minister of Labor and Social Security, Tian Chengping, said that China's urban centers "need to create 13 million
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new jobs a year. Further,

At least 24 million urban residents will be looking for jobs each year in the coming several years but there are likely to be only 11 million openings . . . . The number of university and college graduates who cannot find jobs is also on [sic] steadily rising . . . . 1.24 million university and college graduates who graduated [in 2006] did not have a job when they completed their studies.

The sheer size of the labor force, along with the high unemployment rate and employers’ nearly unlimited discretion in employment decisions, leave job applicants and employees, especially former SOE workers, in an extremely unfavorable position with almost no bargaining power. As a result, “as unemployment rates have risen, the use of unfair hiring practices . . . also has increased.” Complex social and legal mechanisms have reinforced this social phenomenon. While employers have actively practiced employment discrimination during recent years, Chinese society does not act in a manner to dissuade employers from such discriminatory acts. The 2006 Employment Discrimination Survey showed that Chinese people generally lack social awareness regarding equal employment rights, and are not aware that employment discrimination is a violation of their rights. In an interview conducted by Chinese Central Television (CCTV) following the 2006 Employment Discrimination Survey, many job applicants said that they didn’t think widespread job requirements limiting gender, age, height, residency, facial appearance and other similar characteristics were “discriminatory”; instead they thought these requirements were just “not quite fair.” Besides failing to notice discrimination, these applicants also said they would try to make their own qualifications “more excellent” in order to get hired.

Moreover, although during the economic transition period employment and labor law in China has developed rapidly in tandem with the speed of economic reform, employment discrimination has all along remained a gray zone. As a result, in China’s currently free but poorly
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monitored market, without the prior guarantees of the “iron rice bowl”
system, and without sufficient and effective legal protection, employers at
all levels routinely and openly engage in discriminatory hiring and
dismissal practices with almost no limitations.

B. Discriminatory Practices in China’s Labor Market

For many years, rigorous requirements for gender, age, height, ethnic
origin, and physique have operated in China as mechanisms by which
employers might screen potential applicants. Such discriminatory
requirements are often expressly listed in job advertisements. In addition,
a typical employment application in China requires the applicant to provide
information regarding name, sex, age, ethnicity, education, place of birth,
family background, height, health, plus a picture of the applicant. Each or
all of these considerations, although they may be unrelated to the
individual’s capacity to perform the required job function, can be used by
Chinese employers for the purpose of discriminating against job
applicants. From hiring to training, from evaluation to dismissal, from
promotion to involuntary retirement, employers are making decisions that
affect individual lives based on irrelevant or immutable characteristics.

It must be noted that employment discrimination exists not only in
private companies, but also at all levels of government and governmental
agencies. According to a survey, when asked about which employers
they believed practiced employment discrimination most actively,
respondents ranked government agencies first, followed by private
companies and SOEs.

The following is a general description of four major types of
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45. See Employment Discrimination Survey, supra note 14 (noting that both private companies and government agencies practice employment discrimination in China).

widespread discrimination existing within the Chinese workplace.

1. Gender Discrimination in Employment

Gender inequalities permeate many aspects of the employment problem. Although the Chinese government has made consistent efforts to prohibit gender discrimination in the workplace by creating constitutional provisions and legislation that promote gender equality, the practical influence that these laws have exerted on the society and employers has been limited. Today, discrimination against women is still among the most flagrant in China’s labor market. Chinese women have consistently reported practices such as “preferences in hiring men . . . unfair dismissals, periodic employment plans, earlier retirement ages for women, wage discrepancies, and outright sexual harassment.”

During the economic restructuring, women bore a disproportionate percentage of the millions of negative employment actions. Generally, women were more likely to be laid off, and receive pay cuts when their employers experienced financial trouble. According to a 1998 report entitled China’s Unemployment Problems and Employment Strategies by Chinese economist Mr. Hu Angang, women accounted for 60% of the workers who had been laid off at China’s SOEs.

47. See Bulger, supra note 20, at 351-59 (noting various forms of employment discrimination felt by women within China).

48. See, e.g., XIAN FA art. 33 (1993) (P.R.C), translated in 5 P.R.C. LAWS at 20 ("All citizens of the People’s Republic of China are equal before the law."); Labor Law art. 12, translated in 6 P.R.C. LAWS at 20 (including sex as a factor that may not be used as a basis for employment discrimination); Int’l Labour Organisation [ILO], Convention No. C100 was Ratified by 163 Countries, http://www.ilo.org/ilolex/cgi-lex/ratifce.pl?C100 (last visited May 11, 2007) (showing that China has ratified ILO Convention No. 100, which demands equal pay between genders).

49. Bulger, supra note 20, at 345-46.

50. Equality for Women Begins in Workplace, CHINA DAILY, July 2, 2004. The situation was also outlined in a 25-page report released by the All-China Federation of Trade-Unions (ACFTU). The report, based on information gathered in several cities and provinces from 1978 to 2002, found that during China’s transition to a market economy, traditional industries sustained large-scale layoffs and a disproportionate number of the laid-off workers were women. Only 39% of women who lose their jobs become re-employed, 24.9% less than men who lose their jobs. Moreover, because a large proportion of women took temporary jobs and earn less than the minimum wages required by the government, which “reinforces the ever-widening gap between the incomes of men and women”. From 1990 to 2000, the gap between men and women’s income grew 7.4%. Gender discrimination is also reflected in managerial and leadership positions in private companies and governments. Women account for just 1.3% of management post in all organizations in 2002.

51. Hu Angang, Zhongguo de shiye wenti yu jiuye zhanlue [China’s Unemployment Problems and Employment Strategies], http://www.66wen.com/02jjx/jingjixue/jingjixue/06515/15916_2.html (last visited Jan. 31,
Younger generations of females entering the workforce also report serious gender discrimination. In 2002 a female college students’ job-fair in Beijing was cancelled because only five of five hundred companies invited accepted the invitation.\footnote{Nv daxuesheng zaoyu zhaopin kongchang [Female College Student Job Fair Was Called Off], BEIJING QINGNIANBAO [Beijing Youth], XINHUA NEWS AGENCY, Nov. 25, 2002, \textit{available at} http://news.xinhuanet.com/edu/2002-11/25/content_640009.htm (describing the results of an employment survey conducted by Women Federation of Jiangsu Province in 2001 proves gender discrimination).} Many companies said they were “not interested” in hiring female graduates.\footnote{Id.} A survey conducted by the Women’s Federation in Jiangsu Province in 2002 showed that out of 1,100 college graduates surveyed, 80% of female graduates experienced gender discrimination during their job searches, and 34.3% experienced multiple rejections by potential employers.\footnote{Nv daxuesheng zouzai jianxin qiuzhi lushang [A Rocky Road for Female College Students to Seek Employment], XINHUA NET, April 1, 2003, \textit{http://www.yn.xinhuanet.com/ynnews/zt/2003/nxsqzh/index.htm} (describing the results of an employment survey conducted by Women Federation of Jiangsu Province in 2001 proves gender discrimination).} The same survey also showed that the employment rate of male graduates with same qualifications was 8% higher than that of the female graduates, and that the male graduates usually find better jobs with higher salary than female graduates.\footnote{Id.}

Many employers in China discriminate against women to avoid the prospect of maternity leave.\footnote{See Bulger, \textit{supra} note 20, at 353 (stating that employers discriminate against women in hiring because of potential maternity leave).} These employers justify their discriminatory practices on the grounds that maternity leave increases labor costs, affects the “consistency of employment,” and that “females in general are less creative and aggressive than men.”\footnote{Nv daxuesheng jiuue, za zeme nan? [Why is it so difficult for female college students to find a job?], XINHUA NEWS AGENCY, Mar. 10, 2004, \textit{available at} http://www.hq.xinhuanet.com/tbgz/2004-03/10/content_1756475.htm.} Some employers even require young female graduates to agree not to have a child within a set number of years after being hired.\footnote{Wu yanjun, Wunian bude huaiyun cheng zhaopin tiaojian Nanjing zhuanjia pibo bu chengwen guiju [Nanjing Experts Criticizes Job Requirements Prohibits Pregnancy for Five Years], \textit{NEWS.EASTDAY.COM}, Aug. 18, 2003, \textit{http://news.eastday.com/epublish/gb/paper148/20030818/class014800012/hwz998344.htm} (noting that some employers require female job applicants to agree not to get pregnant within five years after the employment begins).} Ironically, the laws and regulations enacted to protect female employees have resulted in an aggravation of the gender discrimination problem. Article 29 of the Labor Law provides that female workers cannot be dismissed during pregnancy, childbirth, or while...
breastfeeding. To avoid Article 29, some employers even refuse to hire females from the beginning in order to avoid the inconveniences caused by female employees’ pregnancy and maternity leaves, and thus “cut down the cost”.

2. Age discrimination in employment

Age discrimination in employment in China is a relatively recent social phenomenon and did not fully appear until the economic restructuring period. During that period, the economic reform has resulted in huge unemployment and caused a large number of middle-aged or older workers to seek reemployment. These people are likely to be the first affected by downsizing in the state sector and find it difficult to compete with younger workers.

Chinese employers demonstrate an aversion to hiring relatively older people by imposing an age requirements on job applicants. Many employers, including government agencies, SOEs and private companies impose an age requirement of thirty-five or below. For example, in the 2004 civil service recruiting season, the age requirement for positions at various central government agencies ranged from 22 to 35.

Age discrimination by a large number of employers not only excludes many older individuals from employment, but also results in a heavy burden on society to provide support for these unemployed.

Age discrimination is often combined with gender discrimination. One issue in particular—the different mandatory retirement age requirements for men and women—has captured public interest in recent years. According to one author, “Chinese law sanctions age discrimination

---

59. See Labor Law art. 29, translated in 6 P.R.C. LAWS at 60 ("[T]he employing unit shall not cancel its labour contract with... female staff member or worker during pregnant, puerperal, or breast-feeding period.")

60. Guonei Jin Qicheng Nvdauxuesheng renwei Qiuzhi Zhong Zhao Xingbie Qishi [70% of College female students experienced gender discrimination in seeking jobs], supra note 46.
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in the form of earlier retirement ages for women". Under the current law, the mandatory retirement age for male workers is sixty and for the female workers is fifty. The mandatory retirement age for some "essential" females teachers, medical doctors, scientists and technicians can be extended to sixty, but males in the same profession or position do not have to retire until sixty-five.

In August 2005, for the first time a female employee stood up to challenge the discriminatory mandatory retirement age for women. Her employer, the China Construction Bank, forced the plaintiff, Ms. Zhou Xianghua, to retire at age 55, while her male coworkers could retire at the age of 60. Ms. Zhou bought a civil action against her employer, alleging that the mandatory retirement age requirement violated her constitutional right to be treated equally and was gender discrimination. Under the Article 48 of the Constitution, males and females have equal rights. However, the Zhaihe District People's Court in Pingdingshan did not resolve the underlying claim, rejecting it for lack of effective evidence and legal support.

3. Height Discrimination in Employment

In China, the bias against short people is pervasive and systematic. Based on a deeply rooted belief that being tall is a symbol of popularity and capability, many employers impose willful and unreasonable height requirements for jobs, ignoring the job-relatedness factors. "Given the hordes of qualified applicants that descend on any opportunity" in China, many employers, including government agencies and private sectors, “find

65. Bulger, supra note 20, at 358 (internal citation omitted).
70. XIAN FA art. 48 (1993) (P.R.C), translated in 5 P.R.C. LAWS at 22.
71. Niu Zhonghan & Zhang Chunyang, supra note 68.
height an easy way to cut down the field." As a result, if unable to meet an employer's height requirement, many applicants are deprived of even the opportunity to interview, no matter how qualified they may be.

Many local governments impose height requirements in hiring their civil servants. In 2003, the personnel bureau of Yiyang, Hunan Province rejected an applicant who received the highest score in its civil servant qualification exam but failed to meet the height requirement by only 5 millimeters (0.2 in.). The height requirement has been challenged in courts. However, Chinese courts are generally reluctant to review the legitimacy of such requirements.

Because of the widespread height discrimination in China, short people's options are sharply limited. Fearing discrimination due to height, thousands of otherwise healthy Chinese people choose to undertake a time-consuming, extremely risky and expensive surgery to increase their height.

The surgery most commonly involves breaking the legs in two places, one just below the knee and the other above the ankle, and inserting metal rods that attach to the tibia and the fibula. . . . Problems commonly encountered are the bones failing to reattach properly, the killing of blood vessels and nerves around the leg, as well as deformation of knee joints, and the potential collapse of the ankles. Because of these surgical complications, some people become permanently paralyzed, and thus may fall victim to a different form of social stereotyping and discrimination.

4. Hepatitis B Virus Status

According to experts, approximately 10% of the population in China
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(over 120 million people) are either infected by or are carriers of the Hepatitis B Virus (HBV).\textsuperscript{79} According to the World Health Organization (WHO), HBV is primarily transmitted by contact with blood and blood products, through sexual contact, and from mother to infant.\textsuperscript{80} Because of a strong but nonetheless erroneous belief that they pose a serious threat to the surrounding people and environment, the large population of HBV carriers face tremendous social pressure and discrimination: they are virtually excluded both from most entry-level government civil servant positions and from employment in many state and private companies.\textsuperscript{81}

In recent years, disputes between people infected with HBV and employers and schools have attracted increasing media and public attention.\textsuperscript{82} The landmark event regarding media publication of disputes involving HBV carriers has been dubbed the “Zhou Yichao event.” In April 2003, Zhou Yichao, a Zhejiang University graduate, found that although he successfully passed the city’s civil servant qualification examination, he was rejected because he tested positive for HBV.\textsuperscript{83} He subsequently attacked two government officials in charge of hiring civil servants in the government building, killing one and injuring another.\textsuperscript{84} In September 2003, Zhou was sentenced to death for murder of a government official, and was executed on March 2, 2004.\textsuperscript{85}

In November 2003, the first case of discrimination against HBV carriers was brought before the courts, and it received national attention. The plaintiff, Mr. Zhang Xianzhu, sued the local Municipal Personnel Bureau for refusing to employ him based on his HBV-positive status.\textsuperscript{86} Mr.

\textsuperscript{81} See B Is for Bigotry, Hepatitis B in China, ECONOMIST, Nov. 18, 2006 at 66 (discussing the discrimination faced by those with HBV in Urumqi).
\textsuperscript{82} See Chang Tianle, Hepatitis B Stigma Provokes Outcry in Xinjiang, CHINA DEVELOPMENT BRIEF, Oct. 30, 2006, http://www.chinadevelopmentbrief.com/node/840 (discussing a case where a mother petitioned government departments before finding a lawyer to represent HBV victim expelled from a Xinjiang university in 2005. This case was dropped before going to the court as the University agreed to take the student back).
\textsuperscript{84} Id.
\textsuperscript{85} Id.
Zhang won the case, although on purely technical grounds; the court refused to rule on the issue of whether the regulations on which the defendant relied to reject hiring HBV carriers as civil servants violated the plaintiff's constitutional rights of equality and political participation.  

The Chinese government has gradually recognized the discrimination and tried to alleviate the tension. On January 20, 2005, China's Ministry of Personnel and Ministry of Health jointly issued a new regulation called the General Standards on Physical Examinations Relating to the Employment of Civil Servants (Trial Implementation). The regulation states that an applicant for a civil servant position would be disqualified if infected with HBV, but carriers of the virus are qualified so long as a contagious infection can be ruled out through further tests. This new regulation can be seen as a significant achievement for the HBV carriers in China who consistently fight for equal rights. However, due to the widespread and deeply rooted discrimination against HBV carriers, and in spite of the government agencies' efforts to decrease the discrimination, uniform enforcement of antidiscrimination laws remains a challenge.

III. THE CURRENT ANTI-EMPLOYMENT-DISCRIMINATION MECHANISM IN CHINA

The goal of eliminating employment discrimination is recognized in China. However, despite the fact that in recent years many people have brought employment discrimination suits, few have ever won such a case in China. An examination of China's anti-employment-discrimination legal framework suggests that the inherent inadequacy and internal inconsistency of Chinese legislation, as well as barriers and failures within the court system, present the two main sources of this problem.

87. Id.
89. Chang, supra note 82 ("Hadler notes that some government agencies and NGOs have worked to decrease discrimination, but that 'the uniform enforcement of the laws is always a challenge.'").
A. China's Current Anti-employment-discrimination Laws

1. The Constitution of the People's Republic of China (1993) and Judicial Review

Article 33 of the Constitution of the People's Republic of China establishes that "All citizens of People's Republic of China are equal before the law. Every citizen is entitled to the rights and at the same time must perform the duties prescribed by the Constitution and the law." It specifically guarantees women "equal rights with men in all spheres of life, in political, economic, cultural, social and family life." Since many employment discrimination victims cannot find direct legal support in statutory law, they have to base their cause of action solely on a right enumerated in the Constitution, namely the Constitution's "equal rights" provision. However, the outcome of these cases suggests that the "equal rights" provision in Constitution provides weak support to their case and in effect, the Constitution is not directly actionable. It is "more like a declaration of policy than actionable law." Chinese constitutional rights are "granted, modified, suspended, and withdrawn for the sole purpose of implementing particular policies." Therefore, "any right listed in the Constitution is only a "theoretical possibility of a right, and one must look to individual laws for actual effective government policy." A comment may explain the situation: "That the act of some governmental body may have been in violation of the Constitution is not an argument against the act's legal validity. The courts do not have the power to base decision on the constitutional provisions, and constitutional rights are not protected except by statute."

Another troubling phenomenon is the courts' extreme reluctance to interpret the Constitution to find a particular law or government enactment in violation of the Constitution. The rejection of interpretation of constitutional law by Chinese courts results in a highly restricted reading of these rights, and in effect, it causes the constitutional rights to be inactionable. There are remarkable similarities among Mr. Jiang Tao's aforementioned height discrimination case, Mr. Zhou Xianghua's

92. Id. at art. 48, translated in 5 P.R.C. LAWS at 22.
93. See supra, Part II.B.
94. See Bulger, supra note 20, at 361.
95. Id.
98. See Bulger, supra note 20, at 361.
aforementioned age discrimination case, and Mr. Zhang Xianzhu’s aforementioned HBV carrier discrimination case. In all three cases, the plaintiffs cited the Constitution as their sole or primary authority, arguing that the employment discrimination violated their constitutional rights to equal treatment. The defendants in these three cases are all government agencies. However, in each of the three cases, the courts tried all available means to avoid interpreting the Constitution. In Jiang’s case, the court refused to review the case because of mootness (the defendant had removed the questionable advertisement). In Zhou’s case, the court adjudicated the case, but held that the plaintiff’s claim lacked legal support. Furthermore, in Zhang’s case, the court held that the defendant’s specific administrative action (to refuse to hire the plaintiff) was inappropriate because it was unsupported by evidence. However, in Zhang, the Court never ruled on the constitutionality of the defendant’s hiring practice. Thus, in practice, if a plaintiff in an employment discrimination case only has a claim of “equal right” under the Constitution and does not have a given right supported by a specific law or regulation, his or her right to equal employment opportunities would usually not be recognized or protected.

2. The Labor Law (1994)

Article 3 of The Labor Law of the People’s Republic of China provides:

Laborers shall have equal right to employment and choice of occupation, the right to remuneration for labor, to rest and vacations, to protection of occupational safety and health, to training in vocational skills, to social insurance and welfare, to submission of labor disputes for settlement and other rights relating to labor stipulated by law.

It further stipulates in Article 12 that “Laborers, regardless of their ethnic group, race, sex or religious belief, shall not be discriminated against in employment.”

The Labor Law provides very limited legal support for plaintiffs in employment discrimination cases. First, the scope of employment discrimination defined in the Labor Law is very narrow; Article 12 indicates that the Law only prohibits employment discriminations based on four limited grounds: ethnic group, race, religion and sex. Other types of employment discrimination, such as age discrimination and height discrimination, are not prohibited. Second, the Labor Law includes many

99. See supra, Parts I & II.B.
100. See Clarke, supra note 9, at 33.
101. Labor Law art. 3, translated in 6 P.R.C. LAWS at 56 (emphasis added).
102. Id. art. 12, translated in 6 P.R.C. LAWS at 57 (emphasis added).
vague and ambiguous terms without giving precise definition. There is no
definition of “discrimination” in Chinese legislation. Third, under the
Labor Law, laborers “shall not be discriminated against in employment.”
The term “employment” is not defined in the law. The plain meaning of
the Chinese term “jiuye”, although translated to the word “employment”,
has a narrower meaning than “employment.” It is thus unclear whether the
scope of employment encompasses all process of employment, including
recruitment, training, evaluation, promotion and termination. As such, the
Labor Law in China is not operative as a general anti-employment-
discrimination mechanism. While the Labor Law does provide
enforcement provisions for gender discrimination, there are no enforcement
provisions prohibiting other forms of employment discrimination.
Furthermore, the Law fails to provide legal criteria, burden of proof, and
legal remedies.

3. Other laws and Regulations

Recent progress has been made in laying the foundation of a more
comprehensive approach to eliminate employment discrimination in China.
However, the existing employment discrimination legislation in China
primarily focuses on the elimination of gender inequality. For the other
types of employment discrimination, China takes a largely passive, patchy,
and unsystematic approach, by taking either little or no action until social
pressure has reached the point where the government can no longer ignore
public demand for change. This approach can be identified and
illustrated by two examples.

The first example is China’s legislation dealing with the employment
discrimination against the HBV carriers. In 2003, the Zhou Yichao case
caught much public attention and inspired a great deal of social
sympathy. During Zhou’s trial, more than 3,700 people petitioned the
court for leniency. Most of the public dissatisfaction was directed
against the government’s discriminatory hiring practices. Fearing massive

104. Labor Law art. 3, translated in 6 P.R.C. LAWS at 56.
105. Id.
106. This approach can be observed in the Chinese government’s response to the public objection to employment discrimination against HBV carriers and migrant workers seeking jobs in urban areas.
108. See infra Part IV.A.1.
social pressure, the government in 2005 adopted the General Standard on Physical Examinations Relating to the Employment of Civil Servants, stating that HBV carriers will be able to pass the physical examination. However, the government did not extend this beyond civil servant employment: it still has not adopted any legislation prohibiting systematic and institutionalized discrimination against HBV carriers.

The second primary example is China's authorization of residency discrimination. China has a long history of systematic and institutionalized discrimination against rural residents seeking employment in urban areas. In 2001, a 27-year-old college graduate, Mr. Sun Zhigang, was detained by the Police in Guangzhou because he did not have temporary residence permit; “three days later he died at a clinic for holding vagrants and beggars.” Further investigations determined that Sun Zhigang was beaten to death in the local police station. Sun was a victim of China's residency discrimination, and his case was extensively discussed in China. In 2003, under the force of huge social pressure, China issued an executive directive prohibiting job discrimination against rural migrants.

Because of the government’s passive and patchy approach, the existing regulations are generally insufficient, and the enforcement provisions in many major anti-employment-discrimination laws and regulations are substantially lacking. For example, in 2000, the Ministry of Labor and Social Security (MOLSS) issued the Regulations on Labor Market Management, which prohibits discrimination in recruitment based on the basis of “gender, nationality, race or religion” in the Article 12. But the law provides only administrative penalties without specific remedies to the victim of Article 12 violation.


110. The P.R.C government implemented a household registration system called “Hukou” system in the 1950's which requires Chinese citizens to register either as urban or rural residents. The system effectively restricts rural residents' ability to travel to and seek employment in the urban areas. Cong. Executive Comm'n on China, China’s Household Registration System: Sustained Reform Needed to Protect China’s Rural Migrants (Oct. 7, 2005).
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B. The Current Enforcement Mechanism

In China, mediation and litigation are two basic mechanisms in enforcing people's labor rights.116 "China's current system for enforcing individual labor rights is to first channel them into intra-enterprise mediation, and then into the arbitration under labor bureaus vertically connected with the MOLSS and horizontally connected with the local governments."117 Additionally, "[t]he labor tribunals mediate and arbitrate the labor rights issues that arise from both contracts and statutes."118 However, as discussed above, many types of employment discrimination are not prohibited by a specific law.119 Moreover, many employment discrimination victims have no claims because they are simply job applicants and don't have contracts with the employers. As such, the victims would have no claims arising from either contract or statutes; all that they can do is to seek judicial help directly.120

Today more and more people take legal actions to challenge government's discriminatory regulations and practices. Insufficient legal support is a significant legal barrier for plaintiffs to win an employment discrimination case.

IV. PROTECTING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN CHINA

A. China Should Develop a Coherent Public Policy to Eliminate Employment Discrimination

Many countries treat anti-employment-discrimination law as one of their most basic legislative acts.121 By contrast, China has not fully realized the significance of assuring equal employment opportunities. For quite a

116. Labor Law art. 77, translated in 6 P.R.C. LAWS at 67 ("If a labor dispute between employing unit and a laborer arises, the parties may apply for mediation or arbitration or take legal proceedings according to law, or may seek fro a settlement through consultation").
117. Brown, supra note 18, at 408; Labor Law arts. 77-84, translated in 6 P.R.C. LAWS at 67-68.
118. Brown, supra note 18, at 409.
119. See supra Part III.A.3.
120. Brown, supra note 18, at 408; Labor Law arts. 77-84, translated in 6 P.R.C. LAWS at 67-68.
121. For example, among other laws, the United States has enacted Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and the Civil Rights Act of 1991 to prohibit various forms of employment discrimination. The United Kingdom has enacted the Sex Discrimination Act of 1975, the Disability Discrimination Act of 1995 and Employment Equality Regulations. Canada has enacted the Employment Equity Act – Chapter E-5.4 (1995, c. 44).
long time China has focused its attention on issues such as creating more employment opportunities, avoiding a high unemployment rate, or arranging re-employment for laid-off workers.\textsuperscript{122} Undoubtedly these issues are critical to economic development, but the value of equal opportunities should not be ignored. To gain healthy and rapid development, a fair system that assures equal opportunities is essential. A Chinese college graduate said in an interview, “We are not afraid of competitions [in the job market], we are afraid of not having an equal opportunity to compete.”\textsuperscript{123}

The employment pressure, together with people’s constant frustration due to employment discrimination and their increasing awareness of rights, will inevitably cause social tension, and may lead to social discontent and unrest. With a huge labor force, significant problems in China’s labor sector would have the potential to seriously impede economic reforms and negatively affect social stability in China. As discussed above, China is taking a patchy and passive approach to deal with its employment discrimination problems in order to alleviate social tensions.\textsuperscript{124} However, this approach is not enough to cure the overwhelming, pervasive, and widespread employment discrimination in China, but rather may only be used as a temporary measure. In the long term, it results in an internally inconsistent antidiscrimination system; in practice, due largely to problems with enforcement, it has failed to produce an overall improvement in protecting people’s equal employment rights. The Chinese government is urged to adopt a more comprehensive approach and to develop a coherent public policy. Identified below are three significant pressures for such a legislative reform.

1. Increasing Social Awareness of the Right of Equality

Employment discrimination is fundamentally unfair because it imposes costs on the victim as a result of their immutable characteristics, which are unrelated to the individual’s abilities.\textsuperscript{125} According to the 2006

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{123} Getou Buzu Yi Mi Wu Bei Shouhui Zhunkaozheng, Baokao Gogwuyuan Zhaoyu Shengao Qishi, [An Applicant was Not Permitted to Take the Public Servant Qualification Exam due to Her Height ] ZHONGGUO WANG [China Net], March, 28, 2002, available at http://www.china.com.cn/chinese/EDU-c/124661.htm (noting a college student was not permitted to take the Public Servant Qualification Exam because she was too short).
\item \textsuperscript{124} See supra Part III.A.3.
\item \textsuperscript{125} See MICHAEL ZIMMER ET. AL, CASES AND MATERIALS ON EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION 33-54 (5th ed. 2000). The underlying theory of prohibiting discrimination emerges from the consideration of fairness and morality. Most obviously, discrimination on the basis of certain characteristics, such as gender and height, is usually viewed as unfair.
\end{itemize}
Employment Discrimination Survey, the Chinese people’s social awareness of the inherent unfairness of employment discrimination is low.¹²⁶

However, an increasing number of people are becoming aware of their rights: in recent years, more and more Chinese citizens have sued in court based on employment discrimination.¹²⁷ Most important of all, people with similar interests have begun to group together to fight against employment discrimination. This trend is clearly identified by the so-called “HBV carrier movements for equal rights.”¹²⁸ The Zhou Yichao case, discussed above, marked the beginnings of the HBV carrier movement.¹²⁹ During his trial, more than 3700 people, most of whom are HBV carriers, petitioned the court for leniency.¹³⁰ This petition asserted that the employment discrimination against the HBV carriers in China is so severe that they faced a survival crisis due to the frequent frustrations met in seeking jobs. Further, it made the statement that, because the group of affected individuals is so large, it was “inevitable” that some people in the group such as Zhou Yichao would go to such desperate extremes.¹³¹

Compared to other groups similarly vulnerable to employment discrimination, the HBV carrier group has the largest population (120 million), and is more socially active and organized. In China, many HBV carriers have met each other through a website, www.hbvhbv.com—“the HBV Carrier BBS”; they call themselves “HBVers” and as a group consistently fight for their own rights against social stereotypes and institutional discrimination.¹³² A large number of HBVers have completed college or graduate schools with a variety of professional backgrounds;¹³³ they are often more aware of their own rights, and thus less willing to swallow the bitter reality of employment discrimination. They have formed a large interest group with strong and clear claims: they want equal employment opportunities and other equal rights.¹³⁴ They have taken many steps to protect their rights, including providing legal help to other HBV carriers who have brought suits, contacting national and international organizations and media, inviting celebrities to be spokespersons to attract

because such characteristic are immutable, and therefore, beyond an individual’s control.

¹²⁶. See Discrimination in Work and Employment, supra note 46.
¹²⁷. See supra Part II.
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more attention, among others.\textsuperscript{135}

In November 20, 2003, 1611 Chinese citizens submitted a petition to the National Party Commission (NPC, the Chinese legislative institution) and the State Council of the People’s Republic of China (the Chinese administrative institution) requesting a review of the constitutionality of the hiring practice of the 31 provinces which exclude HBV carriers, and further calling for legislation protection for HBV carriers.\textsuperscript{136} The petition says, “31 provinces, cities and districts have adopted a ‘Civil servant Physical Examination Standard’ which disqualifies HBV carriers.\textsuperscript{137} It deprives 120 million HBV carriers the right of being a civil servant.\textsuperscript{138} This is a serious violation of people’s labor rights and right of equality granted by the Chinese Constitution.”\textsuperscript{139} Notably, this petition by the HBV carriers ends by mimicking the words of Dr. Martin Luther King: “We have a dream that one day we can study, work and live like all other people. We hope this day is no longer far away from us.”\textsuperscript{140}

Will the HBV carrier movement mark the beginning of China’s potentially larger employment rights (or civil rights) movement? This remains to be seen. One thing is for certain: with the advance of the HBV carrier movement, more Chinese people will become aware of their equal employment rights, and they will choose to stand up and fight for them. It will be difficult for the government to ignore so many people’s claims.

2. Employment Discrimination Affects Social Stability

Employment discrimination can cause many social problems. First, employment discrimination is closely related to the problem of unemployment.\textsuperscript{141} Because of the changing nature of China’s job market, with an influx of individuals seeking jobs as a result of the closing of SOEs, at least one scholar has suggested a potential “deteriorating situation that could undermine social stability . . . .”\textsuperscript{142} In a competitive labor market with high unemployment rate, people who are subject to employment discrimination tend to lose confidence in society, causing further social
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problems. The Zhou Yichao case is a typical example.143

The economic consequence of employment discrimination is another social concern. Chinese leaders have frequently expressed the government's wish to create "social harmony."144 "Social harmony is a complicated issue arising from unbalanced regional development, uneven allocation of resources, unfair distribution of income, corruption, and deficiencies in [the Chinese] legal system."145 But "Chinese officials and researchers now generally agree that the widening wealth gap is the major factor hampering social harmony."146 The direct consequence of employment discrimination is an infringement of people's ability to earn a living, which "can be devastating to individual victims and to the groups to which they belong."147 In general, poor people are more vulnerable to employment discrimination than wealthier people because the poor are often older, less educated, or lack social networks, and the poor will become even poorer if they cannot find appropriate employment.

The government claims that they would narrow the income gap through reforms in the current wealth distribution system.148 Among other measures, taking steps to ensure equal employment opportunities for all people is important to achieving the goal of social harmony. Eliminating discrimination in the workplace can improve the economic condition of older people by ensuring that they can compete equally for jobs on the basis of their qualifications. On the other hand, "if the government fails to take effective measures to narrow inequalities, the public may stop supporting its economic reform and open-door policy, resulting in more social unrest."149

143. See Zhejing College Graduate Killed Civil Servant, supra note 83.
145. Id.
146. Wu Zhong, China Yearns for Hu's 'Harmonious Society', ASIA TIMES, Oct. 11, 2006, available at http://www.atimes.com/atimes/China/HJ11Ad01.html ("A [2005] survey by the National Bureau of Statistics . . . showed that 10% of urban residents commanded 45% of the total wealth in Chinese cities, while the bottom 10% shared only 2% of the total wealth. Another survey, by the New Fortune Magazine, showed that in 2003, the top 400 tycoons had already amassed more than 303 billion yen (US$38 billion) -- more than triple that year's entire gross domestic product . . . of Guizhou, one of China's poorest provinces . . . The wealth gap between urban and rural area is also expanding").
147. See Zimmer, supra note 125, at 34.
149. Wu, supra note 146.
3. The Pressure from the International Society

Globalization may provide a strong argument for eliminating employment discrimination in China. According to the International Labor Organization (ILO)'s 2003 global report entitled "Time for Equality at Work", "[t]he elimination of discrimination at work is essential if the values of human dignity and individual freedom, social justice and social cohesion are to go beyond formal proclamations." 150

As a member of the ILO, 151 China is obligated to recognize certain rights considered to be fundamental to every human being. 152 These fundamental rights are: "(a) freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining; (b) the elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory Labor; (c) the effective abolition of child Labor; (d) and the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation." 153 ILO member countries recognize these rights by adopting various conventions, recommendations, and declarations. Since the member states adopted the ILO's 1998 Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, the recognition of the four core fundamental rights has been required by all ILO members.

The labor standards promoted by the ILO consist of international labor conventions and recommendations. 154 In 1990, China ratified the ILO Convention on Equal Remuneration for Equal Work. 155 On December 1, 2006, China finally made the decision to ratify the ILO Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention (No. 111). 156

Convention No. 111 imposes a substantial obligation to take affirmative measures to eliminate employment discrimination, which may
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156. See http://www.ilo.org/ilolex/english/convdispl.htm (follow “C100” hyperlink, then follow “See the ratifications for this Convention” hyperlink) (last visited Mar. 20, 2007) (listing ILO Conventions and when they were ratified by member states).
cause major changes to China's domestic laws.  

Under Article 3, each member of the Convention is to undertake, "by methods appropriate to national condition and practice . . . to enact such legislation and to promote such educational programmes as may be calculated to secure the acceptance and observance of the policy . . . ."  

Specifically, under this convention, the term "discrimination" includes:

(a) any distinction, exclusion or preference made on the basis of race, colour, sex, religion, political opinion, national extraction or social origin, which has the effect of nullifying or impairing equality of opportunity or treatment in employment or occupation;

(b) such other distinction, exclusion or preference which has the effect of nullifying or impairing equality of opportunity or treatment in employment or occupation as may be determined by the Member concerned after consultation with representative employers' and workers' organisations, where such exist, and with other appropriate bodies.

The broad definition of "discrimination" under Convention No. 111 will provide an excellent guideline for China to enact its own antidiscrimination laws because it clarifies the legal definition of "discrimination".

Ratifying the Convention is significant progress in China's effort to combat employment discrimination. Under this Convention, many instances of employment discrimination currently existing in China would be prohibited. For example, the Convention specifically prohibits discrimination based on "social origin," which encompasses the widespread discrimination against the internal migrant workers in China.

Conventions are binding treaties upon the Members which ratify it. The ILO is structured with significant monitoring and reporting powers, but Article 33 of the ILO's Constitution also gives the ILO certain enforcement powers: "In the event of any Member failing to carry out within the time specified the recommendations . . . the Governing Body may recommend to the Conference such action as it may deem wise and expedient to secure compliance therewith." Historically, the ILO is more likely to rely on less confrontational methods--such as public shaming--than it is to issue documentation in the form of ILO reports and use technical expertise and
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financial assistance to promote compliance with its international labor standards.\textsuperscript{163} China’s application of ILO core labor standards and Convention No. 111 is supervised by the ILO. Therefore, it is time for China to consider adopting more antidiscrimination measures to better comply with international standards.

V. ESTABLISHING AN ANTI-EMPLOYMENT-DISCRIMINATION SYSTEM IN CHINA

Based on the previous discussion, and given the widespread public demand for action against discrimination and the international obligation to take such action, it is important that China adopt a systematic and comprehensive approach to eliminate its employment discrimination. Such an approach may include developing a coherent antidiscrimination policy and establishing a comprehensive anti-employment-discrimination system, including enacting anti-employment-discrimination laws and establishing an independent agency to enforce such law and the policy.

A. Enacting an Antidiscrimination Law

First, China should enact a comprehensive body of antidiscrimination law to deal with the various aspects of employment discrimination. Without a basis in law, an individual who feels his or her rights to employment have been violated has no real cause of action. In 2005, a delegate of the National People’s Congress (NPC) stated that “[a] law on fair employment is an urgent need in China.”\textsuperscript{164} Furthermore, he explained that a harmonious society should allow talent to compete equally and develop to its fullest because wasting human resources would not facilitate economic or social development.\textsuperscript{165}

Any newly enacted antidiscrimination laws should clearly recognize the principle that employment discrimination is prohibited. What follows are some legislative suggestions for China’s new antidiscrimination laws.


\textsuperscript{165} Id.
1. The Scope of Law and the “Protected Class” of Workers

Antidiscrimination laws generally prohibit employers from basing their employment decisions on membership in a protected group, “rather than on an employee’s qualification or some other neutral factor.”\(^\text{166}\) Therefore, the term “employment discrimination” is usually limited to discrimination against employees on the basis of “statutorily defined characteristics.”\(^\text{167}\) As such, definition of discrimination against employees on the basis of statutorily defined characteristics should be clearly stated.

The Chinese Labor Law provides legal protection against discrimination based on race, ethnicity, gender and religious belief.\(^\text{168}\) However, as discussed above, there are insufficient legal protections for workers who are older, disabled, HBV carriers, or have other medical problems.\(^\text{169}\) The new antidiscrimination law should expand the scope of prohibited employment discrimination to at least include age, height, disability, social origin, and certain medical conditions and diseases.

Furthermore, any anti-employment-discrimination law should clarify the scope of the coverage of protected classes.\(^\text{170}\) The existing antidiscrimination laws and regulations are inconsistent and confusing.\(^\text{171}\) Currently, the people whose rights are “protected by some type of antidiscrimination law must look to a variety of laws and institutions to determine their rights.”\(^\text{172}\) “For example, the Women’s Rights Law purports to protect female applicants, while Labor Law only protects female employees. Disabled workers have varying rights in public and private employment, and those with certain medical ailments may be protected differently as civil servants than elsewhere.”\(^\text{173}\) A new antidiscrimination law would change the situation by establishing a general law against employment discrimination.

2. The Defenses Available to Employers

The new law should impose both general and vicarious liability on employers for unlawful acts of employees committed during the course of employment. The business community in China may worry that the new law would limit the employer’s discretion in hiring and would be hard to
enforce in practice because it will be difficult to distinguish between discrimination and legitimate hiring criteria. It should be pointed out that the antidiscrimination laws only focus on prohibiting employers from making employment decisions based on membership in statutorily protected groups.\textsuperscript{174} Therefore, some other bases of differentiation, if relating to job qualification, are perfectly legal.

To ease the difficulty that would be placed on employers, the new law should provide employers with certain affirmative defenses against discrimination complaints. One option is that the new law could allow an employer to avoid liability if they can prove they have taken all reasonably practicable steps to prevent the unlawful acts. Alternatively, China could provide one such defense by adopting the United States' bona fide occupation qualification (BFOQ) standard in determining the existence of employment discrimination. The BFOQ is a defense against claims of discrimination in employment under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 of the United States.\textsuperscript{175} The BFOQ defense permits employers to make hiring decisions based on otherwise prohibited reasons, such as sex, if such decisions are necessary for the "normal operation of [the] particular business or enterprise . . . ."\textsuperscript{176} For example, the BFOQ exception permits hospitals to hire nurses based on gender because respecting the privacy interests of patients is essential to the business of running a hospital. In contrast, because gender is not essential to the business of transporting passengers, gender is not a BFOQ for the position of airline attendant.\textsuperscript{177}

3. Application

The new law should have broad application, covering employees and prospective employees, contract workers, commission agents, and partners and prospective partners. One significant weakness of the current legislation is that job applicants are not protected against employment discrimination. The Labor Law states only "laborers who form a labor relationship" and "laborers who form a labor contract relationship" have labor rights.\textsuperscript{178} Under the Labor Law, the job applicants would not have labor rights and thus cannot challenge an employer's discriminatory hiring practices.\textsuperscript{179} However, many instances of employment discrimination arise during the course of recruitment.\textsuperscript{180} If the job applicants are not afforded
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meaningful protections under the new law, the employment discrimination would not be effectively prohibited. Therefore, the new law should specify that protection from unlawful discrimination is extended to applicants.

The statute should also apply both to the public sector as well as the private sector. The Chinese government—the country’s largest employer—usually commits various forms of employment discrimination by imposing unreasonable restrictions on applicants’ qualifications, and therefore any new law needs to be extended to cover the government. Moreover, as discussed above, China has ratified the ILO’s Convention No. 111. Therefore, the Chinese government should be guided by both its legal and international obligations to eliminate its internal discriminatory practices.

4. Remedies and Enforcement

Effective remedies and enforcement should be two basic components of the antidiscrimination law. Strong legislative remedies can enhance enforcement and serve as both a deterrent to employers who violate the law and provide an incentive to enforce the law. As such, the impact of the new law should be measured by what remedies are available to victims and the effectiveness of the law’s implementation.

In the United States, under the Civil Rights Act of 1991, parties can obtain jury trials and recover compensatory as well as punitive damages, in Title VII and ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) lawsuits involving intentional discrimination. Under these statutes, “many corporate giants have been held liable for millions-of-dollars in monetary penalties for violations. These liabilities, coming from in the form of back pay, front pay, compensatory damages, and even punitive damages are thought to act as a deterrent to law violators.”

China does not have jury trials, so it is necessary to provide the nature and the amount of damages in the statute. The monetary damages should include compensatory damages and punitive damages. The rationale is that “profit-motivated employer[s] naturally pay better attention to labor laws when the possibility of large monetary liability exists.”

Moreover, the effectiveness of the laws will depend largely on how
proactive the enforcement agency is with regard to aiding complaints, investigating employers, and enforcing the laws. This author’s suggestion is that China should establish a specialized enforcement agency to handle anti-employment-discrimination laws and to promote a policy of enforcing equal employment opportunities for the public. This subject is explored in detail in the next subsection.

5. Set up an Independent Enforcement Agency in China

Under the current legal framework in China, the capacity to monitor and enforce the settlement of labor disputes within the legal system is generally weak. To enforce an antidiscrimination law, prevent future violations, and provide remedies to victims, it is necessary for China to establish an independent enforcement agency to promote and protect equal employment opportunities. Many countries and districts in the world have established an independent mechanism to enforce equal employment opportunities: for example, in the United States, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 created the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) to combat employment discrimination. In 1996, Hong Kong established a “statutory body,” the Equal Opportunity Commission (EOC), to “implement the Sex Discrimination Ordinance, the Disability Discrimination Ordinance and the Family Status Discrimination Ordinance.”

In many countries, such enforcement agencies have proved to be effective mechanisms in combating employment discrimination. The EEOC in the United States receives approximately 80,000 private sector charges annually. Similarly, as one scholar noted, the EOC in Hong Kong has also achieved a remarkable accomplishment since its establishment in 1996 by “producing a large volume of educational materials, handling a steadily increasing number of complaints, and


188. See supra Part III.


litigating some high-profile cases."\(^{192}\)

In the past, China has established independent commissions to enforce specific laws for the protection of specific groups, including the State Council established by the Women and Children’s Affairs Commission, the State Nationalities Affairs Commission, and the State Religion Affairs Commission, which respectively assume the responsibilities of safeguarding the rights of women, protecting rights of minority nationalities, and protecting the freedom of religious belief of all citizens.\(^{193}\) Similarly, setting up an independent and specialized agency in China to enforce antidiscrimination laws, promote equal employment opportunities, and protect groups in need of protection form employment discrimination should not be impossible.

The operations of the agencies in both the United States and Hong Kong are fundamentally similar. As enforcement agencies, they have the power to investigate facts and enforce the law.\(^{194}\) Additionally, the agencies are organized and funded by the government as public bodies.\(^{195}\) Both of these features should be true of the Chinese agency.

This enforcement agency should have significant responsibilities and multilateral functions. In both the United States and Hong Kong, the central functions of such an agency are investigating facts and advocating for victims.\(^{196}\) If a person claims to be aggrieved by an alleged act of discrimination, he or she may file a charge with the agency. Upon the receipt of a complaint, the agency should conduct investigation and determine whether there is reasonable cause to believe the charge is true. If the agency finds no reasonable cause, it must dismiss the charge and the charging party may then bring a private action within a specific period of time.

The second function of such an enforcement agency is to promote reconciliation. If the agency finds the plaintiff has reasonable cause, the
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agency can first attempt to mediate or conciliate the case. If the conciliation fails, the complainants may abandon the claim or bring a lawsuit in court. At this stage, the agency can, but is not obligated to, provide free legal assistance in the claimant's case.

In promoting reconciliation, the EEOC in the United States adopted a National Enforcement Plan. "[This plan] encompasses a three-pronged approach to eliminate discrimination in the workplace: (1) prevention through education and outreach; (2) the voluntary resolution of disputes; and (3) where voluntary resolution fails, strong and fair enforcement." This three-pronged approach has proved to be a great success in the United States. In recent years, mediation and alternative resolutions of disputes are becoming more and more important. To effectively eliminate employment discrimination and maximize the resources of the agency, China could learn from the United States to create a similar efficient enforcement plan.

The EOC in Hong Kong also has a statutory duty to encourage conciliation between the parties. An EOC officer will act as an objective facilitator to help the parties to explore mutually acceptable solutions, although the parties are not required to go through the reconciliation process.

Although the enforcement agencies in the United States and Hong Kong both adopt an approach that encourages compromise and reconciliation, they actually have different effects. The EEOC enforcement plan encourages reconciliation but does not undermine the importance of litigation. In fact, the initial mediation process centers around the
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202. Plaintiffs alleging employment discrimination under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended by the Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, must first exhaust all administrative remedies within the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), the federal administrative agency that enforces and interprets Title VII, the Equal Pay Act, and the Age Discrimination Act. If, after investigation, the EEOC finds reasonable
enforcement of legal rights through the court process.\textsuperscript{203} According to the EEOC’s litigation statistics from 1997 to 2006, the number of EEOC enforcement suits filed in 1997 and 1998 were 332 and 414; the EEOC’s mediation program was not fully implemented until 1999, and from 1999 to 2006, the average number of lawsuits filed was 404.\textsuperscript{204} Therefore, the number of lawsuits filed did not change too much because of the EEOC’s successful mediation program.

By contrast, Hong Kong adopts a “compromise model” which “has the effect of discouraging litigation” because of Hong Kong’s legal and cultural context.\textsuperscript{205} In Hong Kong, victims in discrimination cases usually cannot afford lawyers because “Hong Kong has notoriously high legal fees and almost no legal clinics,” “contingency fee arrangements are not permitted,” jury trials are not available in discrimination cases, and “plaintiffs cannot expect large damage awards”.\textsuperscript{206} Therefore, in Hong Kong, most victims in discrimination cases will choose to use EOC’s service and go through the reconciliation process.\textsuperscript{207}

China’s situation is very similar to that of Hong Kong. In China, people usually do not prefer litigation. Similar to Hong Kong, many victims of discrimination cannot afford a lawyer. Even if they can afford one, they might doubt whether it is worthwhile to do so. China has no jury trial system. In addition, under the current law, the amount of compensation is usually very small.\textsuperscript{208} As a consequence, even if the contingency fee arrangement is not prohibited in China, attorneys are less motivated to vigorously advocate for their clients.
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\textsuperscript{205} Petersen, \textit{supra} note 192, at 638 (arguing Hong Kong’s enforcement model has the effect of discouraging litigation due to various factors.)

\textsuperscript{206} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{207} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{208} For example, when citizens’ lawful rights or interests are infringed by government, “the amount of money for compensation per day shall be calculated according to the average salary per day of the staff of the state in the preceding year” and no punitive damages is permitted. \textit{Zhonghua Renmin Gonghهجuo Guojia Peichangfa [Law on State Compensation]} (promulgated by Order No. 23 of the President, May 12, 1994, effective Jan. 1, 1995) chap. IV, \textit{translated in} 6 P.R.C. LAWS 39, 48-49.
Thus, after examining the similarities and differences between the enforcement systems in the United States and in Hong Kong, the ideal enforcement model of employment discrimination cases in China would be a compromise model that places more emphasis on conciliation. This model will be more consistent with traditional Chinese culture. After all, Chinese society is more accustomed to resolving disputes through informal compromise because of its cultural heritage. Thus, many Chinese would prefer to reconcile rather than to litigate their employment discrimination disputes.

While a compromise model based on conciliation might be an appropriate and preferable model for China, the enforcement of legal rights in employment discrimination cases would center on the mediation process conducted by the enforcement agency. As discussed above, in order to facilitate the process, the agency should be granted a broad range of powers such as investigation, preliminary determination, mediation, and enforcement. Furthermore, the agency's decision should be binding on the parities.

Additionally, China's machinery for conciliation and arbitration should be made more effective and the integrity and impartiality of the process should be maintained. For example, the current law does not allow a worker to bypass the arbitration process and go directly to the People's court. The stringent requirement that the party dissatisfied with the arbitration award must bring a lawsuit within fifteen days of receiving the arbitration ruling provides inadequate time to seek legal help. By contrast, a new antidiscrimination system should be designed to provide adequate and more flexible protection to victims of employment discrimination by allowing the victims to file a lawsuit directly to the People's court. For example, in Hong Kong, victims of discrimination and harassment are not obligated to use the services of the EOC or to participate in any prior conciliation. They may, if they wish, file a complaint directly in the District Court.

Another important function of the proposed agency is to educate the public about employment discrimination. Governmental bodies should

209. Because the praise of harmony is central to traditional Chinese culture, Chinese society demonstrates a preference for extra-legal means to resolve disputes. For more discussion, see Bobby K. Y. Wong, Traditional Chinese Philosophy and Dispute Resolution, 30 Hong Kong L.J. 304 (2000).
210. See id. However, this assumption has been called into question and it may be that Hong Kong complaints are not that different in this respect from their counterpart in more "western" societies. See Petersen, supra note 192 at 628.
211. See Labor Law art. 79, translated in 6 P.R.C. Laws at 67.
212. Id.
213. What is Conciliation, supra note 201.
214. Id.
clarify the legislation to the public and provide enforcement guidance for society, focusing on the rights and specific responsibilities of the employers and the individuals of various groups.

However, there are still many obstacles and challenges to the establishment and operation of such an independent enforcement agency like the EEOC or EOC in China. First, setting up an independent agency will unavoidably add administrative costs.215 Because China has many cities, the cost of running such a huge agency with a large number of branches will be tremendously high. The changing policies, the huge but poorly-monitored employment market, and the prevailing local protectionism will be the biggest obstacles for the future EEOC to function effectively in China.

VI. CONCLUSION

China's transition from a planned economy to a market-oriented economy created many employment-related problems. Among other problems, employment discrimination has become increasingly serious and pervasive. Currently, employers have almost unlimited power in the selection of employees, and they discriminate against people based on age, height, sex, marital status, appearance, disability, certain medical conditions, etc. Although China has some laws and regulations that appear to afford some groups of people protection against some forms of discrimination in the workplace, there are still significant obstacles to redressing the grievance within the Chinese legal system. As a result, despite the fact that in recent years many people have brought employment discrimination cases, few have won. Therefore, to protect equal employment opportunity, China should implement a comprehensive body of antidiscrimination laws and a coherent antidiscrimination policy to deal with the various aspects of employment discrimination. In addition, China should establish an independent enforcement agency to enforce the anti-employment-discrimination laws. After all, a critical element in combating discrimination at the workplace is not only implementing a body of laws to deter people from illegitimately distinguishing people, but actually enforcing those laws stringently.

215. ZIMMER, supra note 125 at 67.